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Summary 

Polymer glasses exhibit a non-linear elasto-viscoplastic response. Several modelling attempts 
have been made to describe their tensile stress-strain deformation characteristics. Eyring 
and co-workers formulated a one-dimensional viscous flow theory to describe the strain rate, 
temperature and pressure dependence of the yield stress in uniaxial tensile tests. Haward 
and Thackray extended this approach towards a one-dimensional elasto-viscoplastic model, 
essentially consisting of a one-dimensional non-linear Maxwell model with a strain hardening 
spring parallel to the non-linear Eyring dashpot. This model is capable of descibing many 
characteristic features of the uniaxial deformation behaviour of polymer glasses. 

In this framework we will use a three-dimensional incompressible version of the non-linear 
Maxwell model as a starting point for the development of a three-dimensional compressible 
elasto-viscoplastic model. The compressiblity is inserted by adjustment of the elastic part 
of the model. Three different compressible alternatives will be deduced, from which two 
models show a realistic elasto-viscoplastic behaviour: an upper convected Maxwell model with 
seperated pressure term and a corotational Maxwell model. These models feature strain-rate 
and temperature dependent yield, and strain hardening during elasto-plastic deformations. 

The deformation characteristics of these models in simple homogeneous tests are compared 
with those from a recently developed 'modified compressible Leonov' model. These results 
lead to the conclusion that all models show a realistic behaviour, but a specific choice cannot 
be made untill new experimental data, obtained in simple shear tests, is available. 

In order to be able to analyse complex stress-strain fields in inhomogeneous specimen, 
we implemented the compressible Leonov model and the upper convected Maxwell model in 
the commercial finite element code MARC. The implementations were thoroughly verified by 
comparison of the finite element results with the numerical simulations of simple homogeneous 
tensile and shear tests. 

The performances of the constitutive models and finite element implementations were 
demonstrated in a full finite element analysis of necking and neck propagation by uniaxial 
extension in rotation symmetric bars. Both implemented models seem to give a similar large
strain deformation behaviour, and therefore most calculations are based upon the modified 
compressible Leonov model. This model was capable of describing many of the deformation 
characteristics of polymer glasses in uniaxial extension. 
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T'Y\+rod .... c+~on .L.L.L II LI. lJ ~ .1 

Glassy polymers are intrinsically tough materials because of the 'composite'-structure on a 
molecular level, consisting of strong covalent chains held together by weak Van der Waals 
forces. On microscale, the maximal chain stretch is controlled directly by the network den
sity (physical entanglement- or chemical crosslink density). This intrinsic ductility does not 
automatically imply that polymer glasses are macroscopically tough materials because of the 
occurance of (very local) deformation instabilities. A well known example is polystyrene with 
a macroscopical brittle behaviour, while, on microscale, the craze-fibrills reach their theoretic 
ultimate draw ratio, based upon the maximum extension of the molecular network. 

A widely accepted method to enhance the macroscopic toughness of glassy polymers is 
blending with small adhering rubbery particles. This is believed to result in a more or less 
controlled initiation of (many) local instabilities. However, an exact understanding of what 
is happening on a local scale is hampered by the complex stress-strain field which resist any 
analytical treatment. 

Detailed finite element calculations could offer some insight in how to optimise rubber 
toughened polymer glasses. A prerequisite for this is a 3-D constitutive equation which 
accurately describes the non-linear visco-plastic respons of a polymer glass. This report 
covers the development of the constitutive model, the finite element implementation and an 
application: thermo-elasto viscoplastiC deformation of polymeric bars under tension. 
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Chapter 1 

Constitutive models 

When glassy polymers are tested in uniaxial tension, the sequence of events depicted in Figure 
1.1 is typically observed: 

I Initial Hookean deformation. 
II At the strain rate, pressure and temperature dependent yield point, the deformation 

becomes 'plastic'. From this point on the polymer shows a viscous behaviour. 
III During large deformations a strain hardening effect often occurs. 
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Figure 1.1: A typical true stress-strain curve of a glassy polymer under uniaxial tension. 

Haward and Thackray [1968] developed a one-dimensional constitutive model that covers 
many characteristic features of this stress-strain curve. This model consists of three basic 
elements: a Hookean spring in series with an Eyring dashpot and rubber elasticity spring 
parallel. The Hookean spring provides the initial elastic deformation. The Eyring dash-

______ pl:'-o=t~r~es~u~l~t~in_a_strai~ate, tern pera tu re and-possihle--pr-essul·e--4ependent-yie-l4-stress.----'I'hrue~---
strain hardening is regarded as an entropy-effect and is modelled with the rubber elastic-
ity spring; These basic elements will be taken as a starting point fbrthe development 6Ca
three-dimensional compressible elasto-viscoplastic constitutive model, which describes large-
strain inelastic deformation of glassy polymers. Therefore, we will first discuss some general 
characteristics of these basic elements. 
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Considerable attention has been directed towards the elastic constitutive modelling, for 
the essential differences between the out coming elasto-viscoplastic constitutive models are 
due to differences in the elastic part of these models. In section 1.1 the formulation of 
a thermodynamically correct three-dimensional constitutive rate equation describing pure 
elastic deformations will be discussed extensively, following the approach of van Wijngaarden 
and Veldpaus [1986]. 

The modelling of plastic or viscous deformation by the Eyring flow rule and the extended 
three-dimensional formulation in the form of a generalised Newtonian flow rule are discussed in 
section 1.2. The three-dimensional strain hardening, modelled by an eight-chain non-Gaussian 
network model is discussed in section 1.3. These models are combined in a number of mixed 
elasto-viscoplastic constitutive rate equations in section 1.4. An alternative formulation, based 
on the Jongschaap approach [Jongschaap, 1993), was developed by Tervoort, Brekelmans and 
Govaert [1994]. They obtained a slightly adjusted version of the compressible Leonov model, 
originally developed by Baaijens [1987] to describe compressible viscoelastic flow. This model 
is postulated in section 1.5. Finally, the constitutive behaviour of the proposed compressible 
models is examined with simple homogeneous tensile and shear tests in section 1.6. 

Before taking up the main part of the chapter, we pause briefly to make a few comments 
regarding the different quantities used in the text. In this and the following chapters we adopt 
a fixed rule on notation: scalars and tensors are denoted by standard and bold characters, 
respectively. The following kinematical quantities are frequently used: 

• The deformation tensor F and its determinant J = det(F). 

• The rotation tensor R and the right elongation tensor U, defined by the polar decom
position: 

F=R·U 

• The left Cauchy-Green strain tensor 

B = F·F c 

where F C is the conjugate of F. 

• The velocity gradient tensor: 

L = F· F-1 

where F denotes the material time derivative of F and F-1 is the inverse of F. 

• The symmetrical deformation rate tensor D and asymmetrical spin tensor {l, defined 
by: 

L=D+{l 
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1.1 Elasticity 

The constitutive relation between the Cauchy stress CT and the left Cauchy Green strain tensor 
B for an isotropic elastic material is generally written as [Van Wijngaarden and Veldpaus, 
1986]: 

(1.1) 

where ao, al and a2 may be functions of the invariants of B. Note that a and B have the 
same orthonormal eigenvectors and that the eigenvalues of CT can be expressed in terms of 
the eigenvalues of B. It is more convenient to cast this formulation into a rate-type equation, 
before using it as a starting point for the derivation of an elasto-viscoplastic evolution equa
tion. In accordance with Van Wijngaarden and Veldpaus the following isotropic elastic rate 
equation will be considered: 

~ = 4C : D with 4C = J.lIlI + J.l2 4 I (1.2) 

where g denotes an as yet undetermined objective stress rate, D denotes the deformation rate 
tensor, and J.lI and J.l2 may be scalar functions of the invariants of the strain tensor B. The 
fourth-order tensor 4C represents the isotropic elastic proportionality tensor. In agreement 
with the constitutive behaviour of (1.1), one of the demands is that the elastic rate-type 
formulation (1.2) results in a stress-strain relation, of which the principal axes of stress and 
elastic strain always coincide. 

Van Wijngaarden and Veldpaus verified the applicability of a number of well known ob
jective Cauchy stress rates, from which here only the popular Jaumann and Truesdell rates 
are considered: 

• Jaumann or corotational rate: 

u = iF - n . CT - CT • nc = 4C : D (1.3) 

• Truesdell or upper convected rate: 

(1.4) 

Note that (1.4) can be formulated as (1.3) (and vice versa), if the elasticity tensor 4C is stress 
dependent: 

'il 0 
CT = CT - D . CT - CT • D + tr (D) CT ~ 

o 'il 4 
CT = CT +D . CT + CT' D - tr(D) CT = L: D 

----------~wi4ill~--------------------------------------------------------------

... (1.5) 

Consequently, the choice of the objective rate type actually implies a choice of the material 
law and should therefore be dictated by the actual material behaviour. 
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Van Wijngaarden and Veldpaus proved that the use of a Jaumann rate does not satisfy 
the demand of the coinciding principal axes and therefore results in an unrealistic oscillatory 
response in a simple shear problem (with prescribed shear deformation). Further, they con
cluded that (1.4) only describes correct elastic behaviour, if there exists a function j(J) such 
that: 

df( J) 2 )) 
ILl = "dJ' ; IL2= J(Go - j(J ; j(l)=O (1.6) 

where J = det(F) and Go is a constant that can be interpreted as a shear modulus of the 
material. An obvious choice is: 

j(J) = >'(J - 1) 

where>. is a Lame constant which can be expressed in terms of the Young's modulus E and 
the Poisson's ratio vas: 

>. = vE 
(1 + v)(l - 2v) 

In many loading situations the volume deformation is small: J ~ 1. Hence, (1.6) may be 
approximated by: 

ILl = >. ; {.l2 = 2G 

where the shear modulus G is given by: 

G= E 
2(1 + v) 

(1.7) 

With these choices we have obtained the isotropic Hookean material law in rate form: 

g. = Cr - L . 0' - 0' . L C + tr(D) 0' = >'tr(D)I + 2GD 

1.2 Viscosity 

It is generally established that yield and plastic deformation in polymers can be considered 
as a type of viscous flow and thus can be described by a viscous flow rule. The nature of 
the viscosity law is provided partially by the dependence of load maximum or yield stress, on 
strain rate: if the viscous resistance were Newtonian, the yield stress would be proportional 
to the rate of strain. This is not so, but it has been shown by a number of investigators that 
the non-Newtonian Eyring viscosity equation predicts with considerable success the actual 
dependence of yield stress on strain rate in a tensile test [Haward and Thackray, 1968]. The 
Eyring's viscosity formulation implies that the resulting plastic strain is the outcome of a 
single type of elementary process, manifested through a constant activation volume that can 

----------,6'-e-o,-6t,---a~m-e-d~from plots of stress versus log strain rate [Amoedo and Lee, 1992]. The standard 
way t() extend the one-dimensional Eyringequatipn to a general three-dimensional_modeL is 
by adopting a 3-D generalised Newtonian flow rule [Bird, Armstrong and Hassager, 1987]: 

(1.8) 
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where qd denotes the deviatoric part of the Cauchy stress tensor and Dp is the plastic strain 
rate, which is deviatoric by definition, since plastic flow is assumed to take place at constant 
volume. The 3-D Eyring viscosity is formulated as: 

TJ(IID ) = ~asinh (AJ21ID ) 
p 211 p 

Dp 

where the second invariant II D is defined by: 
p 

IIDp = Dp: Dp 

A and 1'0 represent a time constant and characteristic stress, defined by: 

L:.U 
A = A * e RT ; 1'0 = RT /V* 

(1.9) 

(1.10) 

in which A* is a constant pre-exponential factor, V* is called the activation volume or Eyring 
volume which is a material constant describing the stress activated flow process, LlU represents 
the enthalpy barrier which must be overcome in order for plastic flow to take place, R is the 
gas constant and T is the absolute temperature. Note that the pressure dependency of 
the viscosity is not yet included in this model. This could have considerable effects on the 
deformation behaviour during complex loading situations. 

In a mixed elasto-viscoplastic formulation it is more convenient to eliminate the plastic 
deformation rate tensor Dp by combining equations (1.8) and (1.9). Thus an expression for 
the viscosity as a function of the deviatoric part of the stress tensor is obtained: 

TJ(IIud ) = A1'o (f{ii)I 
sinh -5 

21'0 

(1.11) 

This three-dimensional Eyring viscosity formulation of plastic flow was verified for polycar
bonate and PVC by determining the strain rate dependency of the viscosity for three different 
loading situations, assuming that at the yield point, the plastic strain rate equals the total 
strain rate [Govaert, 1993] . 

• Uniaxial extension under a constant strain rate i. According to (1.8) and (1.9) the 
viscosity TJ may be approximated by: 

where ()" e denotes the yield stress . 

• Simple shear under a constant shear rate -y. The viscosity TJ may be approximated by: 

where l' represents the yield shear stress. 
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• Planar extension under a constant biaxial strain rate i. Then TJ may be approximated 
by: 

TJ{lIn ) = upe 
• lIn = 2i2 

p 4i' p 

where (j pe is the biaxial yield stress. 

The results are depicted in Figure 1.2 The solid line represents a fit with equation (1.9). It 
is clear that this 3-D generalised Newtonian flow rule offers a good description of the strain 
rate dependence of the yield stress of polycarbonate. Similar results have been obtained for 
polyvinylchloride (PVC). 

t;-.... 
rI.l o 
U 
rI.l 

:> 

107 r----------------------------------, 

104 

103 

\1 Planar extension 
• Uniaxial extension 
<> Simple Shear 

102 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~=-~~~~ 

10-11 10-10 10-9 10-8 10-7 10-6 10-$ 10-4 10-3 

Figure 1.2: Experimentally determined viscosity versus II D d , obtained from uniaxial exten
sion, simple shear and planar extension tests. The solid line is fitted according 
to relation (1.9) (Adopted from Govaert [1993]). 

1.3 Strain hardening 

If we stress a polymeric material, the molecular chains will tend to orient. This action 
decreases the configural entropy of the system, which in turn creates an internal network 
stress. This process of network distortion is very similar to that of rubber networks and, 
therefore, it is often described by means of a rubber network model. 

Haward and Thackray [1968] suggested that strain hardening only occurs during plastic de
formatIOn and modelled It one-dImensIOnally WIth a non-Gaussian sprmg parallel to an Eyrmg 

.. clashpot. Recently, Arruda and BoyceJ1993]extended this approach !o three-dimensicms and 
proposed to model the strain hardening by a so-called eight-chain non-Gaussian network 
model. This model was claimed to be able to describe the strain hardening during uniax
ial compression and plane strain compression of polycarbonate and polymethylmethacrylate 
(PMMA). 
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Because of the favourable results of Arruda and Boyce we will adopt their eight-chain non
Gaussian network model. However, we assume that plastic and elastic deformation reduces 
the configural entropy of the system. This implies that the Cauchy stress 0' can be additively 
decomposed into a hardening stress Wand an effective stress T: 

The effective stress is defined by the elasto-viscoplastic model, to be discussed in the follow
ing two sections. The hardening stress W is given by the eight-chain non-Gaussian network 
model: 

(1.12) 

where n is the number of chains per unit volume, k is Boltzmann's constant, .Ac is chain 
stretch, T is temperature, L-1 (.Ac/.../N) is the inverse Langevin function, and N is a statistical 
parameter related to the limiting value of chain stretch. The Langevin function is defined by 

L(,8) = coth,8 - ~ ; ,8 = L-1 (.JN) 
This functionality will result in asymptotically increasing stress as the chain stretch reaches 
its limiting value, .../N. For convenience we will use its Pade approximation in stead of the 
exact formulation [Cohen, 1991]: 

3 - x 2 
r1(x) = x-

1
--2 -x 

1.4 Elasto-viscoplastic formulation 

In sections 1.1 and 1.2 we discussed two extreme types of deformation: pure elastic and 
pure plastic deformation. We now wish to develop a mixed formulation where plastic flow 
is assumed to occur at all nonzero values of deviatoric stress (although at low stresses the 
rate of plastic flow may be immeasurably small). First we discuss the formulation of the 
incompressible upper convected Maxwell model. Klompen [1993] extended this model to a 
non-linear multi-mode Maxwell model and successfully performed numerical simulations and 
experimental verifications. Therefore, this model will be taken as a starting point for the 
development of a 3-D compressible elasto-viscoplastic constitutive model. 

Incompressible upper convected Maxwell model (IUeM). This model is obtained 
by the decomposition of the deformation rate tensor D into a plastic (viscous) part and an 
elastic part: 

- ~ 

These parts obey the following constitutive equations: 

'V 
T 

De= 2G 

11 

(1.13) 

(1.14) 



Entropic 
Langevin 'spring' 

Eyring 
dashpot 

Hookean 
spring 

Figure 1.3: Mechanical analagon of the incompressible upper convected Maxwell model: a linear 
elastic spring and Eyring dashpot, with a nonlinear entropic spring parallel. 

where TJ(IITd ) is defined by equation (1.11) and T represents the extra stress tensor. We may 
now use (1.14) to eliminate De and Dp from equation (1.13) and thereby obtain the evolution 
equation for the extra stress tensor: 

The total Cauchy stress may now be written as: 

u =Td -p1+W 

(1.15) 

where p denotes the hydrostatic pressure, which is undetermined because of the incompress
ibility constraint. W represents the deviatoric strain hardening, discussed in the next section. 
The mechanical analagon of this model consists of a Hookean spring and dashpot in series, 
with a strain hardening spring parallel, as shown in Figure 1.3. 

We consider two alternatives to insert compressibility into this model: 

• Replacement of the incompressible Hookean spring by a compressible one, resulting in 
a compressible upper convected Maxwell model (UCM) . 

• Direct coupling of the volume deformation to the change of the hydrostatic pressure, 
leading to a Compressible upper convected Maxwell model with separated pressure term 
(UCMp). 

These two alternatives are discussed in the following two paragraphs. 

Compressible upper convected Maxwell model (UeM). Replace the ela_stic part of 
the constitutive equation by the following expression: 

"V 
T = 4C : De with 4C = >"11 + 2G 4 I 
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In terms of the mechanical analogon this implies replacement of the elastic incompressible 
element by a compressible one. The compressible constitutive model may now be written as: 

(1.16) 

and the Cauchy stress is given by: 

Upper convected Maxwell model with separated pressure term (UCMp). Direct 
coupling of the volume deformation to the change of the hydrostatic pressure yields: 

P = -Ktr(D) 

where K denotes the bulk modulus, which can be expressed in terms of the Young's modulus 
E and Poisson's ratio vas: 

E 
K = -::-3(~I---2=-v""7'") (1.17) 

In the mechanical analagon this implies addition of a compressibility element parallel to the 
Maxwell element. The decomposition of the deformation rate tensor D may now be written 
as: 

\1 
Insertion of T = 2G D~ and Td = 2f/Dp in the deviatoric part of .the decomposition Dd = 
D~ + Dp then gives the compressible version of the evolution equation for the extra stress: 

"V G d d 
T + f/{II

Td
) T = 2GD 

and the Cauchy stress is given by: 

0" = Td - pI + W 

(1.18) 

We have seen that the Truesdell rate gives a physically correct description of pure elastic 
behaviour. However many investigators use compressible elasto-viscoplastic models with a 
Jaumann rate in stead of a Truesdell rate for large strain inelastic deformation analysis 
[Arruda and Boyce, 1993, Neale and Tugcu, 1985, Nagtegaal, 1982, Fager and Bassani, 1986, 
Zabaras and Arif, 1992]. In order to get an impression of the effect of objective rate type on 
stress-strain behaviour during large inelastic deformations, we will also consider a compressible 
corotational Maxwell model. 

13 



Compressible corotational Maxwell model (eM). Let us replace the Truesdell rate in 
(1.18) by a Jaumann rate. Then, after some simplifications the following expression remains: 

o G d 4 
T + f](IITd)T = c: D (1.19) 

where the Cauchy stress is given by: 

u=T+W 

Note that the arguments, that led to equation (1.16) in case of the upper convected Maxwell 
model, also lead to (1.19), since the Jaumann derivative of an isotropic tensor (the hydrostatic 
stress u h ) remains isotropic. 

The elaboration of the UCM, UCMp and CM models is detailed in appendix A, and the 
constitutive behaviour of these models in homogeneous tensile and shear tests will be discussed 
in section 1.6. First, we consider another compressible alternative: a modified compressible 
Leonov model. 

1.5 Compressible Leonov model 

In the foregoing section we developed two compressible elasto-viscoplastic models starting 
from the incompressible upper convected Maxwell formulation. An approach based upon ther
modynamical considerations [Jongschaap, 1993] was recently proposed by Tervoort, Brekel
mans and Govaert [1994], who slightly modified the compressible Leonov model, originally 
formulated by Baaijens [1987]. This model is claimed to be a thermodynamically correct 
description of elasto-viscoplastic flow and, therefore, it will be compared with the CM, UCM 
and UCMp models. 

The compressible Leonov model, abbreviated CL model can be summerized as follows: 

• The Cauchy stress is given by: 

u = Td - pI + W 

where W denotes the strain hardening. 

• The hydrostatic pressure p is defined by: 

p = 1\;(1- J) with j = Jtr(D) 

where I\; denotes the bulk modulus which is given by (1.17). 

• The deviatoric stress Td follows from: 

__________________ ~Td=~_d _________________________________________________ __ 

whereG denotes the shear modulus given by (1.7), and il represents a stateval'i
able, describing the deviatoric part of the elastic strain. iJ is defined by the following 
evolution equation: 

o 

i.J = (D d - Dp) . iJ + iJ . (D d - Dp) 

14 



where the plastic deformation rate Dp follows from: 

and the viscosity 1](IIT d) is given by equation (1.11). 

1.6 Constitutive behaviour of the proposed models in homo
geneous tensile and shear tests 

It must be realized that up to this point we have developed four different compressible consti
tutive models, which only differ in the formulation of the elastic part. Now, these differences 
will be examined by performing two simple isothermal homogeneous deformation tests: a 
uniaxial tensile test and a shear test under plane stress conditions, sketched in Figure 1.4. 
The constitutive equations are elaborated in appendix G. For simplicity we do not include 
strain hardening effects. The material parameters have been obtained from polycarbonate by 
Klompen [1993]: E = 2400 MPa, v = 0.35, TO = 0.888 MPa, A = 0.1748.1021 s-l. 

r - - - - - - - - - - , 

I 

t CTrr = 0 

I 
(a) (b) 

Figure 1.4: Schematic definition of (a) the homogeneous uniaxial tensile test and (b) the 
plane-stress-shear test. The shear strain 'Y is defined by: 'Y = tan( 0). 

The predicted true stress-natural strain curves under uniaxial tension are depicted in Fig
ure 1.5. These are in accordance with our expectations: an initial elastic response, followed 
by full plastic flow. The volume change is shown in Figure 1.6. Now, the CL, CM and UCMp 
models show the expected volume response: only during the initial elastic deformation the vol
ume increases (Hookean behaviour); plastic flow (in absence of strain hardening) takes place 
at constant volume (incompressible behaviour). However, the compressible upper convected 
Maxwell model shows an unrealistic constant volume decrease during plastic deformation. 
(Note that this effect is not noticeable in the stress-strain curve) This behaviour is aphysical 

---------cand,therefore,-thi:s-modeHs-rejected-, --------
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Figure 1.5: True stress vs natural strain curves for isothermal homogeneous uniaxial tensile 
tests, with izz = 1 s-l, according to all proposed models. 

1.-----~----~------~-----T----__. 
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Figure 1.6: Relative volume J = det(F) vs natural strain for isothermal homogeneous uniax
ial tensile tests, with izz = 1 s-l. The compressible Leonov model (solid), com
pressible upper convected Maxwell model with separated pressure term (dashed) 
and corotational Maxwell model (dashdot) show an almost identical response. 
Only the compressible upper convected Maxwell model (dotted) deviates. 

The results of the shear test under plane stress conditions are depicted in Figures 1.7, 1.8 
and 1.9. Here, the shear stress seems to have a model-invariant response. This is in accordance 
with our findings in section 1.2: the yield stress is dominated by the Eyring viscosity and __________ ---j 

thus the elasticity may be neglected in the yield point. The normal stresses, however, show 
a distinct response, due to the different elastic formulation. The-volume responses, shown in 
Figure 1.10, also differ. 

The compressible Leonov model shows initially a UCMp-like behaviour, which passes 
asymptotically into a CM-like behaviour. From this we can conclude that the compressible 
Leonov model describes the initial elastic part of the deformation physically correctly. 
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Although the CL and UCMp models gives initially a physically better description of the 
elastic response, no statement can be made concerning the plastic responses. Only comparison 
with experimental data (for instance, normal stress responses during shear tests) can give a 
decisive answer, but unfortunately these are not yet available. However, it is a fact that 
many investigators make use of a eM-type of model for large strain inelastic deformation 
modelling, and this could be seen as a carefull consolidation of the correctness of the CL
elasto-viscoplastic behaviour. 
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Figure 1.7: Shear stress T in an isothermal shear test under plane stress conditions, with 
..y = 1 s-l. All models give a similar response. 
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Figure 1.8: Normal stress (j:xx parallel to the shear direction, according to the compressible 
upper convected Maxwell model with separated pressure term (dashed), the coro

. tationalMaxwell model (dashdot) and the compressIble Leonov rri()del(solid)~ . 
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Figure 1.9: Normal stress (jyy perpendicular to the shear direction, according to the com
pressible upper convected Maxwell model with separated pressure term (dashed), 
the corotational Maxwell model (dashdot) and the compressible Leonov model 
(solid). 
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Figure 1.10: Relative volume J = det(F) in an isothermal shear test under plane stress 
conditions, according to the compressible upper convected Maxwell model with 
separated pressure term (dashed), the corotational Maxwell model (dashdot) 
and the compressible Leonov model (solid). 

1. 7 Recapitulation of the IDD_dels'------_______________ _ 

-1 We have obtained three different compressible constitutive models for the description of large 
strain inelastic deformations: . ... ..... . 

• the upper convected Maxwell model with separated pressure term (UCMp) . 

• the corotational Maxwell model (CM). 
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• the modified Leonov model (CL). 

No pronounced statement can be made about the correctness of the elasto-viscoplastic be
haviour. However, the CM and CL models seem to give better results. In section 2.3 we will 
see that only the CM and CL models have been implemented in the finite element program 
MARC. Therefore, we will summarize the CM and CL models in the following two paragraphs. 

The corotational Maxwell model This constitutive model is defined by the following 
set of equations: 

• The Cauchy stress 0': 

• The evolution equation for the stress T: 

o G d 
T + TJ(IITd) T = 2GD + >.tr(D)I 

o 
with the Jaumann rate T: 

o • 
T=T-{1·T+T·{1 

and the Eyring viscosity TJ(IITd): 

JIIZ;d 
270 

• The strain hardening W: 

with the chain stretch >'c: 

and the Pade approximation of the inverse Langevin function L-1: 

L-1 (x)= x 3- x
2 

1- x2 
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The compressible Leonov model This model is defined by the following set of equations 

• The Cauchy stress u: 

u=T+W 

e The stress tensor T: 

T = K, (J - 1)1 + Gfi (1.23) 

• The evolution equation for the elastic state tensor B: 
o 
- d - - d B = (D - Dp)' B - B· (D - Dp) (1.24) 

o 

with the J aumann rate B: 
o • 

B=B-n·B+B·n 

and the plastic deformation rate tensor: 

where 

• The volume change rate: 

j = Jtr(D) (1.25) 

• The strain hardening W: 

with the chain stretch Ac: 

________________ A~=-Jtr~B)----------------------------------------------~ 
. and the Parle approximation of the-inverse Langevin tunction Hl:. 

-1 3 - x 2 

L (x) = x-
I

- 2 -x 
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The finite element implementation 

In the preceding chapter we obtained three different elasto-viscoplastic models. The con
stitutive behaviour of these models during large strain inelastic deformations have to be 
investigated by means of the finite element method. This chapter deals with implementation 
of the constitutive models in the finite element code MARC. 

The plan of this chapter is as follows. First, in section 2.1 we postulate a set of re
quirements that must be fulfilled, before we can start our thermal-mechanically coupled large 
strain elasto-viscoplastic analyses in MARC. It appears that the proposed constitutive models 
can only be implemented by writing a 'user materia1' subroutine. This will be discussed in 
section 2.2. Section 2.3 deals with the problems of the implementation of upper convected 
Maxwell models and details the implementation of the corotational Maxwell model and the 
compressible Leonov model. Finally, in section 2.4 we discuss some important aspects of the 
thermal-mechanically coupled analysis. 

2.1 Demands on the implementation 

The finite element code MARC is supplied with number of standard procedures for the im
plementation of a constitutive model. The choice of a specific procedure strongly depends 
on the formulation of the constitutive equation and on the kind of problem, which will be 
analysed. For our case these demands can be summarised as follows: 

• The upper convected Maxwell model, the corotational Maxwell model and/or the mod
ified Leonov model must be implemented. 

• The constitutive models are known to be numerically very stiff, so a fully implicit time 
integration procedure is necessary to come to a stable solution without the need for an 
excessive number of solution increments [Lush, Weber and Anand, 1989J. 

• The analysis will be characterised by large deformations and rotations, large plastic 
strains and small elastic strains. 

• Only plane strain, plane stress, axisymmetric and 3-dimensional problems will be anal
ysed; so the element -choice is limited~ to2-dimensional coniinuumelements -and brick 
elements. 

• Thermal-mechanically coupled analysis with temperature-dependent material parame
ters, where mechanical energy is converted into heat, should be possible. 
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2.2 Possibilities and restrictions of MARC 

The constitutive models can only be implemented by writing a 'user material' subroutine. 
MARC supports three possibilities 

USELEM This subroutine enables the user to implement a new element type. MARC 
provides the nodal displacements of a specified element type, the user must define 
the element stiffness matrix, the external and internal nodal forces and the stresses 
and strains in the integration points. Naturally, this subroutine is very flexible and 
enables the implementation of all the constitutive models in combination with special 
nearly incompressible elements. However, the implementation is complex and laborious, 
since the user has to define and implement the element and the complete implicit time 
integration scheme. 

HYPELA With this subroutine the following class of constitutive rate equations can be 
implemented: 

o 4 0 
(7= c: D+g (2.1) 

where ~ is the J aumann time derivative of the Cauchy stress tensor, 4C is a fourth
order stiffness tensor, D is the deformation rate tensor and 9 is the Jaumann rate of 
the stress contribution due to the change of state variables (like strain hardening). The 

contribution 9 is not included in the consistent stiffness matrix, so it has to be small. 
If we define a corotational tensor k as: 

where Rn follows from the polar decomposition of the incremental deformation tensor 
G n : 

(2.2) 

then equation (2.1) may be rewritten in the following incremental form (see also ap
pendix B): 

in which .dO-n denotes the corotational Cauchy stress increment, 4 Ln represents the 
corotational fourth-order stiffness tensor, A is the incremental strain tensor and .dgn 
denotes the (small) corotational stress change due to a change of state variables. MARC 
provides the strain increment and all necessary quantities to define the thermal and me-

-------------cc1nc--an-l~c-aTI ~state at tne begmmng of tlie1ncrement. Tne user nas to define the mcremental'----

change of the Cauchy stress, the f~)Urth-order stiffness tensor 4 Ln and .dgn for each 
integration point. This subroutiheallbws the implementation of all ptoposecimbdels. 
However, the formulation of the stiffness tensor is complex and needs a full implicit time 
integration scheme, which has to be provided by the user. 
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UVSCPL This subroutine allows the implementation of elasto-viscoplastic constitutive rate 
equations of the following form: 

o 4 ( ) 0 q = C: D - Dp - DT + 9 (2.3) 

where Dp is the plastic deformation rate tensor, DT is the thermal deformation rate 
tensor and 4C is a fourth-order elasticity tensor, by default defined as: 

4C = ),,11 + 2G 4 I 

9 must be small, because its contribution is not included in the consistent stiffness 
matrix. In corotational form equation (2.3) may be rewritten as (see appendix B): 

(2.4) 

where Ap and AT denote the plastic and thermal strain increment, respectively, 4 Ln 
represents the corotational fourth-order elastic stiffness tensor and Llgn denotes the 
(small) corotational stress change due to a change of state variables. Input provided to 
UVSCPL consists of the total strain increment A and all quantities needed to describe 
the deformation- and thermal state at the beginning of the increment. Output expected 
from UVSCPL consists of the Cauchy stress increment, the plastic and thermal strain 
increment, Llgn and the incremental state variables. If necessary, the user can also 
define the incremental stiffness tensor 4 Ln in the subroutine HOOKLW. 

This subroutine is supplied with a standard incremental implicit time integration scheme 
and the user should only implement the incremental version of the constitutive model. 
A new implementation occurs simply and efficiently with this subroutine. However, the 
use of a standard integration scheme decreases the computational efficiency significantly, 
because the element stiffness matrix cannot be fully constistent: the element stiffness 
tensor is not derived directly from the constitutive model. Instabilities, due to the 
constitutive behaviour will therefore need for a higher number of solution increments. 

The formulation and implementation of a fully implicit, robustly stable and efficient time
integration procedure is complex and laborious for the constitutive models postulated in 
chapter 1. The improvement in performance of a user-defined time-integration procedure with 
regard to the standard procedure (as applied by subroutine UVSCPL) is not yet clear. There
fore, the subroutine UVSCPL is chosen for the implementation of the constitutive models. Its 
properties and restrictions with regard to the implementation of rate-type elasto-viscoplastic 
constitutive equations are extensively discussed in appendices Band C. A critical evaluation 
of the performance will be made afterwards to decide whether a user-defined time-integration 
procedure or a user-defined element has to be applied. 

2.3 Implementation of the constitutive models 

The implementation is confined to the following plane strain and axisymmetric elements: 

• 4-node quadrilateral 

• 4-node quadrilateral with reduced integration 
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• 8-node quadrilateral 

• 8-node quadrilateral with reduced integration 

The implementation in incremental form is elaborated in appendices E and F. The main 
objective of this paragraph is to cast the constitutive models into the demanded rate formu
lation, given by equation (2.3). First, we discuss the (im)possihilities of implementation of 
an upper convected Maxwell model. Then, we rewrite the corotational Maxwell model and 
compressible Leonov model into (2.3). 

2.3.1 The upper convected Maxwell model 

For convenience we neglect strain hardening (W = 0) and consider only the following class 
of upper convected Maxwell equations: 

(2.5) 

where the plastic deformation rate tensor Dp = u d /21]. Invoking the definitions of Truesdell 
and Jaumann rate ((1.4) and (1.3)), then give after some rearrangement: 

q = 4 L : De + Dp . u + u . Dp 

where 4 L is defined by (1.5). It is clear that this equation cannot be rewritten into the 
demanded form, without conflicting the requirement of an enduring small g. With the same 
arguments we can also prove that the UCMp-model cannot be implemented in the subroutine 
UVSCPL. This is numerically confirmed by a complete implementation of the UCMp-model 
in subroutine UVSCPL: at the beginning of plastic flow, the term (Dp . u + u . Dp) became 
dominant and thus prevented the finite element solution to converge. 

2.3.2 The corotational Maxwell model 

Here, the total Cauchy stress is given by: 

u=T+W 

Taking the objective Jaumann time derivative and substitution of (1.20) results in: 

where 

An obvious choice is 9 = W to get the demanded expression (2.3). 
-----------rI,n;;--;;ac;;p"'p"'e=nQixE a SImIlar procedure In Incremental fo-r-m~i-s-e-'la--'b'---o-r-a-'-t-edT't-o-g-e't-( 2.4) . 
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2.3.3 The compressible Leonov model 

According to this model the total Cauchy stress can be written as: 

A d 
U = K (J - 1)1 + GB + W 

Taking the objective Jaumann time derivative yields: 

o 
o • - d 0 

u=KJ1+GB +W (2.6) 

A particular pleasant property of the objective Jaumann rate is: 

This enables us to rewrite (2.6) as: 

J. = KjI + Gcind+ W (2.7) 

o 

iJ is given by equation (1.24). Let us now define the elastic deformation rate tensor De as: 

De = !jl + !dJ)d 
3 2 

(2.8) 

and the plastic deformation rate tensor as: 

(2.9) 

We may now use (2.8), (2.9) and the definition of the bulk modulus K = A+ ~G to eliminate iJ 
and j from equation (2.7) and thereby obtain the following expression for the rate equation: 

By the definition of 9 = W we finally obtain the demanded formulation (2.3). 
This derivation is also elaborated in incremental form in appendix F, to get equation (2.4). 

2.4 Some aspects of thermal-mechanical coupled analyses 

In a thermal elasto-viscoplastic analysis, two finite element formulations, coupled through 
viscoplastic work, are decoupled at each time step and then solved in turn. The following 
solution scheme is applied: 

1. The heat conduction equation is solved during a small time step by introduction of 
the updated geometry and heat generation to the solution of the finite element heat 
conduction equation. 

2. The temperature is updated. 

3. The mechanical problem is solved during the same time interval, while the updated 
temperature is held constant. Also, heat generation by viscoplastic work is calculated 
and saved. 
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4. The geometry is updated. 

Provided that the time interval is small enough, the solution process is stable and the obtained 
result is accurate. 

Both models are adjusted for coupled analyses. As a first approximation we assume 
that only the viscosity parameters A and TO and the strain hardening Ware temperature 
dependent, according to (1.10) and (1.12), respectiveiy. Furthermore, the heat generation by 
viscoplastic work rp is defined by 

rp = 'rJwTd: Dp 

where 'rJw denotes an efficiency factor. Flux rp is calculated and saved in subroutine UVSCPL 
for each integration point. During each thermal analysis, the user defined subroutine CUPFLUX 
reads rp and introduces it to the finite element heat conduction equation. 
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Chapter !l 

Validation of the implementation 

Correct interpretations of finite element calculations are only possible when the implemen
tation is thoroughly verified. In this case the verification is subdivided into two different 
stages: 

Verification of the implementation: The objective of this phase is to check if the im
plementation leads to the desired constitutive behaviour. This is done by comparing 
FEM-calculations of simple standard problems (simple shear and a homogeneous tensile 
test) with direct numerical solutions. 

Verification of the finite element calculations: In this stage the possibilities of complex 
program errors are precluded. 

Furthermore, the radial stretch of a thick-walled cylinder will be analysed to study mesh
locking. 

3.1 Verification of the implementation 

The implementation of the corotational Maxwell model and compressible Leonov model have 
been verified by considering two deformation tests: 

• Coupled thermal elasto-viscoplastic analysis of a uniaxial tensile test on a perfect cylin
drical bar with a uniform temperature distribution . 

• Isothermal simple shear test. 

r:- -: -. -.-.-:-:- -: -. -.-.'. 
Ir-------------~--~---, 

__ J-_____ ~------__ ~~~Q HO--------------------, 
CT

zz .... Qf = hA(T - Too) 

Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of a homogeneous uniaxial tensile test with temperature 
effects. 
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3.1.1 Coupled uniaxial tensile test 

This uniaxial extension test of a perfectly cylindrical bar with a uniform temperature (or 
an infinite heat conduction coefficient: k = 00) is schematically shown in Figure 3.1. The 
convection heat loss from the body is evidenced as a decrease in the internal energy of the 
body. Thus, the energy equation may be written as (see appendix G.5): 

dT d 4 
pCdI = 'f/w T : Dp - Dh (T - Too) 

in which C is specific heat, p is density, h is the heat-transfer coefficient, Too is environmental 
temperature and D is the diameter of the bar. This equation is coupled with the CM and CL 
models and numerically integrated for a uniaxial tensile test. The same numerical experiment 
is executed in MARC with one axisymmetric 8-Node distorted quadrilateral element with 
reduced integration. The following parameters are used: E = 2400 MPa, v = 0.35, A* = 
3.8568 . 10-27 s-l, V* = 3.6453 . 10-4 m3 /mol, LlU = 2.617 . 105 J /mol, nkT 00 = 11 MPa, 
N = 7.9, 'f/w = 1, C = 1428 J/kgK, p = 1189 kg/m3

, Too = 293 K and h = 10 W/m2K. The 
initial diameter of the bar is 6 mm and its initial temperature equals Too. Note that the 
material parameters are identical to those used in chapter 1. 

The results are shown in Figures 3.2-3.4. The stress and volume responses of both imple
mentations are in very good agreement with the numerically integrated equations. Only the 
temperature shows a distinct response. This is caused by the thermal-mechanically decoupled 
finite element scheme (the temperature calculation always lags one time increment behind) 
and is therefore inevitable. 
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Figure 3.2: True stress-natural strain curves in thermal-mechanically coupled homogeneous 
uniaxial tensile tests, with izz = 0.001 s-1, according to the CL model (dotted) 
and CM model (solid), FEM-CL model (circles) and FEM-CM model (stars). 
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Figure 3.3: Relative volume J = det(F) vs natural strain, according to the integrated CL 
model (solid), integrated CM model (dotted), FEM-CL model (circles), FEM
CM model (stars). 
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Figure 3.4: Temperature rise i1T = T - T co versus natural strain, according to the integrated 
CL model (dotted) and CM model (solid), FEM-CL model (circles), FEM-CM 
model (stars). 

3.1.2 Isothermal simple shear test 

_______ Thi~~(i,~ strain shear_test iL~hematic~l1J-T_shPwnjn_Eigure-l.Ab.~eJelevanLconstituti¥e-- - --- --~-T 
equations are elaborated in appendix G. These equations are numerically integrated with 

_______ .. __ the lI!.~t~ELalp.a!(l,IIl.et~r~ Ip.~IltioIl~d_ab():v_~._ A s1mila.f._ca1clllationwas_performed_:with.MARC 
using one axisymmetric 8-Node distorted quadrilateral element with reduced integration. 
The results are shown in Figures 3.5-3.8. The finite element calculations show an excellent 
agreement with the numerically integrated equations. 
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Figure 3.5: Shear stress T in an isothermal simple shear test under plane strain conditions, 
with i' = 1 s-l, according to the integrated CL model and CM model (solid), 
FEM-CL model (circles), FEM-CM model (stars). 
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Figure 3.6: Normal stress (71:1: parallel to the shear direction, according to the integrated CL 
model (solid), integrated CM model (dotted), FEM-CL model (circles), FEM
CM model (stars). 

3.2 Validation of the finite element calculations 

We checked the performance of the finite element implementations during inhomogeneous ! 
I 

deformations byJ;he inholILQgeneous deformation oLomLelement~_Tlle_calculationS-aIld-l"&----------: 
----suIts in each integration point have been compared with calculations in the mathematical I 

programming environment MA'rLAB. A finite oel~mentprogram inMATLAB, developed by 
Schreurs [1993], was used to check the calculation of the deformation tensor. We concluded 
that the implementation in MARC is correct. 
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Figure 3.7: Normal stress U yy perpendicular to the shear direction, according to the inte
grated CL model (solid), integrated CM model (dotted), FEM-CL model (cir
cles), FEM-CM model (stars). 
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Figure 3.8: Normal stress U zz perpendicular to the shear plane, according to the integrated 
CL model (solid), integrated CM model (dotted), FEM-CL model (circles), FEM
CM model (stars). 

3.3 Locking 

This work is focussed on the development of a reliable finite element implementation for large 
strain inelastic deformation analyses. However L-these ~ll~~~_are_ch_ar_ad_eIis_ed_ bY---RearLJL~---- ------! 

--i-n-compressible material behaviour, so mesh locking could occur: due to the 'over enforcement' I. 

of the incompressibility condition the mesh may get locked in the sense that all disptacements 
- are about zero [Baaijens,1990]. Thus, t-he finite element solutions exhibit much too stiff a 

response in the fully plastic range. 
Nagtegaal, Parks and Rice [1974] concluded that 4-node and 8-node axisymmetric ele

ments are not adequate to analyse (approximately) incompressible behaviour. MARC [1993] 
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recommends the use of the following special elements in nearly incompressible analyses: 

• Special incompressible elements, the so called Hermann elements. Unfortunately, this 
is impossible in combination with subroutine UVSCPL. Subroutine HOOKLW is sup
ported by this element . 

• Elements with reduced integration. These elements have a larger ratio of degrees of 
freedom to constraints and thus exhibit the necessary flexibility to describe incom
pressible deformations. MARC claims that only the 4-node quadrilateral element with 
reduced integration describes nearly incompressible deformations adequately. However, 
its inaccurate results need a mesh refinement. 

In order to obtain better insight in this pathology, we consider a standard lock-sensitive 
deformation test: isothermal radial stretch of a thick-walled tube, schematically shown in 
Figure 3.9. We compare the performances of four axisymmetric elements: 

1. 4-node quadrilateral 

2. 4-node quadrilateral with reduced integration 

3. 8-node quadrilateral 

4. 8-node quadrilateral with reduced integration 

Figure 3.9: Schematic representation of the radial stretch of a thick-walled cylindrical tube. 

The applied meshes are depicted in Figure 3.10. The following material parameters have been 
used: E = 2400 MPa, v = 0.49 (nearly incompressible), TO = 0.888 MPa, A = 0.1748.1021 s-l 
and nkT = 11 MPa. The geometrical parameters are: Ri = 4 m, Ro = 8 m, V(Ri) = 1 
m/s. The results are depicted in Figure 3.11. If we assume that the 4-node quadrilateral 
element with reduced integration gives a reliable result, provided that the mesh refinement is 

-------ssatisfaetfrry,-we-migfrt-corrchrde--tira-t-oniy-tne--zt=nOOe q uadrilaterartellas to lock. BOth 8-node 
elements perform adequately in the full plastic range. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3.10: Finite element mesh for the thick-walled cylindrical tube; (a) Eight 8-node quadrilateral 
elements for a full or reduced integration analysis; (b) 20 4-node quadrilateral elements 
with reduced or full integration. 
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Figure 3.11: Radial nominal stress Srr vs radial displacement Ur of the inner surface during 
radial stretch of a thick-walled tube. The following axisymmetric elements have 
been used: 4-node quadrilateral elements (dashdot); 4-node quadrilaterals with 
reduced integration and 8-node quadrilateral elements with reduced integration 
(solid); 8-node quadrilateral elements (dashed). 

However, mesh locking is a problem-dependent pathology, so we cannot conclude that the 
8-node quadrilateral element performs adequately in anarbittaryloading situation. Therefore, 
it is recommended to: 

• use 8-node quadrilateral elements with reduced integration. These elements allow ac
curate computations and they are less sensitive for mesh-locking. 
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• check the finite element computations on locking, by the use of 4-node quadrilateral 
elements in a refined mesh . 

• study on the implementation of Hermann-elements. 
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Chapter 4 

Therrno-elasto-viscoplastic 
deformation of polymeric bars 
under tension 

In the preceeding chapters we deduced two constitutive models and implemented them in 
MARC. The performances of these models were verified with simple homogeneous loading 
tests. In order to clarify the deformation characteristics of these models, this chapter presents 
a study on necking by uniaxial extension in axisymmetric bars. 

The mechanical aspects of necking and neck propagation in polymeric materials have 
recently received much attention. Hutchinson and Neale (1983) investigated the ideal steady
state phase of neck propagation along a circular tensile bar. In further studies, full finite 
element analyses have been carried out for axisymmetric neck propagation [Neale and Tugcu, 
1985, Tomita and Hayshi, 1993] and for plane strain neck propagation [Fager and Bassani, 
1986, Tugcu and Neale, 1987]. The effects of strain rate sensitivity [Tugcu and Neale, 1987, 
Tomita and Hayshi, 1993), kinematic hardening [Tugcu and Neale, 1987] and temperature 
dependence [Tomita and Hayshi, 1993) have also been investigated. 

The majority of these research efforts relied on rather simple and entirely phenomeno
logical constitutive models. Full finite element studies with more physically based models 
have appeared very recently. Wu and Van der Giessen [1994] presented a finite element 
study on the effects of initial imperfections, strain softening, strain hardening, strain-rate, 
specimen geometry and boundary conditions in an isothermal plane strain tensile test spec
imen. The constitutive model used in this analysis was a slightly adjusted version of the 
elasto-viscoplastic model of Arruda and Boyce [1993] and featured strain-rate and pressure 
dependent yield, softening immediately after yield and subsequent strain hardening with fur
ther plastic deformation. It appeared to describe many of the deformation characteristics of 
polymeric materials under uniaxal extension. They concluded that intrinsic softening (soft-
ening immediately after yield), specimen geometry and strain hardening determined in a : 

---comp-etitive-waywnetner or noCnecKihg -occuffea-:-------------------------------------------I 

Note that the constitutive models postulated in chapter 1 feature no intrinsic softening. ! 

-----Further, it must- berealiseci- that thet6Ifstitutivemodels used throll.ghouCtliiscnapter are -i 

not yet complete: the pressure dependence of the viscosity, thermal expansion, temperature 
dependence of the Lame constants and ageing effects are not included. 

In this chapter we will study the deformation behaviour of circular cylindrical bars sub-
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jected to uniaxial tension. The outline of this chapter is as follows. Section 4.1 describes the 
specimen geometry and finite element mesh. The numerical results are presented in section 
4.2. The first subsection discusses the predicted deformation characteristics of a long spec
imen under uniaxial tension in detaiL Subsection 4.2.2 evaluates the influence of the mesh 
on the finite element solution. A comparison between the results of the corotational Maxwell 
model and compressible Leonov model is discussed in subsection 4.2.3. Only the compressible 
Leonov model will be used in the subsequent subsections. The effect of the initial imperfection 
is discussed in subsection 4.2.4 and the temperature effects (adiabatic versus isothermal) are 
shown in subsection 4.2.5. The strain rate sensitivity is illustrated in subsection 4.2.6 and the 
effects of the specimen length are shown in subsection 4.2.7. Finally, some aspects on strain 
hardening will be discussed in subsection 4.2.8. 

4.1 Problem definition 

We consider a tensile test specimen with a small initial 'geometric' imperfection subjected to 
tension, as shown in Figure 4.1. We define a Cartesian coordinate system with the orgin in 
the middle of the bar as a reference, in which z refers to the axial direction and r refers to 
the radial direction. In the initial configuration the bar has a lenght Lo and radius Ro. The 
imperfection is cosine-shaped and defined by: 

Ro;(z) = Ro [1- ~(1- fo)(1- cOS(1iz/,BRo))] for 0 S z s ,BRo (4.1) 

where a represents the relative cross sectional area of the bar a = R5JO)/R5, and f3 controls 
the imperfection length. Heat generated by viscoplastic work is assumed to be discharged 
through convection to air at the side surface r = Ro. The remaining surfaces are assumed 
insulated. 

Figure 4.1: Analytical model of the rotation symmetric test specimen. 

Because of symmetry, a quarter of the specimen is discretised, imposing the corresponding 
symmetry boundary conditions, with 8-node quadrilateral elements with reduced integration. 
A typical initial geometry and finite element mesh is depicted in Figure 4.2. The values of the 
geometrical parameters used are Lo = 100 mm, Ro == 3 mm, a == 0.97 and ,B = 1. The long, 
slender bar is chosen, because its length incorporates a relatively large amount of potential 

~-------ener~~in-tlle-deform-ati(}nprocess~Tb:ele£.1fed-re-cta1rgular-elemenfs8uppress-Uie Iiiiiiieiical---
error associated with extreme elongation of the elements in the necking area. 
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Figure 4.2: Typical finite element mesh and (quarter of) specimen geometry used in this 
chapter. It consists of 75 8-node quadrilateral elements with reduced integration. 
The geometrical parameters used are Lo = 100 mm, Ro = 3 mm, a = 0.97 and 
,8=1. 

In order to minimize computational costs, the imposed strain increment size was manually 
adjusted as follows: 

1. Large increments in the initial elastic part of the deformation, e.g.: 

Ll€ ~ 0.3 % as 0 % ~ € ~ 3 % 

2. Smaller increments during homogeneous visco plastic flow, e.g.: 

Ll€ ~ 0.025 % as 3 % ~ c ~ 6 % 

3. Very small increments in the necking phase, e.g.: 

Llc ~ 0.0125 % as 6 % ~ c ~ 8 % 

4. Larger increments during neck propagation,e.g.: 

Llc ~ 0.025 % as 8 % ~ c ~ 18 % 

The presented strain increment scheme was used for the computation of Figure 4.9. 
The material parameters used are obtained from polycarbonate by Klompen [1993]: E = 

2400 MPa, v = 0.35, A* = 3.8568· 10-27 s-1, V* = 3.6453' 10-4 m3 /mol, LlU = 2.617 . 105 

J/mol. The initial modulus of the Langevin spring nkT is empirically determined by numerical 
experiments: nkToo = 11 MPa, with with N = 7.9. The specific heat c, density p and heat 
conduction coefficient k are: c = 1428 J /kg K, P = 1189 kg/m3 and k = 0.23 W /mK. The 
heat transfer coefficient h is a rough estimation: h = 10 W /m2K (Koenen [1991] reported 
for polycarbonate in uniaxial extension: h = 13.86 W /m2K). The initial and environmental 
temperature are assumed To = Too = 293 K. The geometric parameters are generally given 
by Lo = 100 mm, Ro = 3 mm, a = 0.97 and (3 = 1, as depicted in Figure 4.2. We will use 
these values of the parameters throughout section 4.2, except where noted otherwise. 

4.2 Numerical results 

______ ~~_4.2--1_ A-ty-p-ica1-l"esu-It-- -- - -- ~- - ---- - - - ----- -~-------+-

Figure 4.3 shows the predicted nominal stress S zz = P / AOmin ~s natur~lsy~iIl E:_::=JIl(Lo! L) 
-----~--f6f€-=:T; TO-Js-1 ,obtainedwHllTne-meshln -:FTgure 4j (75 eiements) , and computed with 

the compressible Leonov model. We distinguish four successive deformation stages in this 
load-elongation curve: 
a-b initial elastic response; 
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b-c homogeneous visco plastic deformation; 
c-d localization of the deformation in the neck; 
d-g neck propagation; 

b 

~~;~fr-----~~r-__ _ ] 
50 

t 
Szz [MPa] 40 

5 10 15 20 
€ [%] -+ 

Figure 4.3: Typical predicted deformation behaviour of an imperfect rotation symmetric bar 
under uniaxial extension, according to the compressibel Leonov model. Nominal 
stress vs nominal strain with i = 1 . 10-3 S-l. The deformation stages (deformed 
meshes) a-g are shown in Figure 4.4. 

These deformation stages are further depicted in Figure 4.4 as a series of consecutive defor
mation states, labelled (a) through (g) in Figure 4.3. We depicted only the mesh-refined part 
of the test specimen, because the remaining part of the bar deforms homogeneous. This plot 
shows also the contours of the Von Mises stress CTM, defined by 

CTM = J~ud : u d 

Remember that the deviatoric part of the Cauchy stress is additively decomposed into a strain 
hardening component Wand an elasto-viscoplastic component Td as u d = Td + Wand that 
the viscosity is stress dependent (1] = 1](IITd )). During the early stages of neck formation we 
may neglect the strain hardening and then, the Von Mises stress indicates where plastic flow 
occurs. 
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150 Mpa 

137.5 MPa 

(b) 125 MPa 

112.5 MPa 

(c) 100 MPa 

87.5 MPa 

(d) 75 MPa 

62.5 MPa 

(e) 50 MPa 

(f) 

(g) 

Figure 4.4: Deformed meshes with the contours of the Von Mises stress (J'M at various defor
mation stages, with i = 1 . 10-3 s-l: (a) ~ = 0 % (undeformed), (b) ~ = 3 %, (c) 
~ = 7 %, (d) ~ = 8 %, (e) ~ = 9 %, (f) ~ = 10 %, (g) ~ = 15 %. 

Now, we can interpret Figure 4.3 as follows. When the load reaches its maximum (Figure 
4.4 b), the test specimen deforms homogeneously. During the load fall (b-c) , the homogeneous 
deformation continues, but at the same time a stress concentration near the imperfection starts 
to grow (Note that the load fall is caused by reduction in cross sectional area, while the true 
axial stress remains (nearly) constant). The sharp transition in the load curve ( ( c) in Figure 
4.3) indicates the beginning of neck localization: the stress concentration results in a region 
of enhanced plastic flow, and thus causes an instable deformation state (Figure 4.4 c). The 
sudden drop in the load curve causes also unloading in the unnecked region and therefore 
yields a higher strain rate in the necked region. Thus the localization deteriorates, until the 
neck stabilizes as strain hardening starts to develop in the necked region (Figure 4.4 d-e). This 
causes the neighbouring material to reach the local yield stress and initiate substantial plastic 
flow indicating neck propagation (Figure 4.4 f-g). The neck propagation takes place under 
approximately steady state conditions until termination of the computations at £ = 18 %. 

-Xhe--1hermal-mechanicaUy-ooupled-pTGGess-Gf-neGk-lo€alizatian--and-st-ahHizati(m--is-iHus~---

trated in another way in Figure 4.5. Here, we show the development of the relative radius 
______ R/Roat _theminimumsedionz= O-and atz=2Ro, aswell-asthe-cGHesponding-axial-st-rain 

and temperature rise on the specimen axis czz(O,O), LlT(O, O) and czz(2Ro,O), LlT(2Ro,O). 
The relative radius R/ Ro at the minimum cross section decreases uniformly as the defor
mation proceeds and then drops with neck formation. With neck propagation it approaches 
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a constant value. In the development of the axial strain ezz (0,0) we distinguish a similar 
sequence of events. The temperature rise ..dT(O, O) shows a gentle increase during homoge
neous plastic flow and a strong increase with neck formation. A propagating neck implies a 
propagating heat source, so the heat source is then removed from the minimum section and 
the temperature decreases, due to heat convection to air at the side surface. 
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Figure 4.5: Development of the normalized bar radius Rj Ro, local axial strain e zz (z, 0) and 
temperature rise .6.T = T-Too as a function of the nominal strain e, at minimum 
section z = 0 (solid), and at z = 2Ro (dashed). 

The evolution of ezz(2Ro, 0) shows the unloading of the un necked region during neck 
formation. In the temperature rise ..dT(2Ro,0) we observe again a sudden increase during 
neck formation, followed by a decrease by heat convection to air at the side surface. 

In Figure 4.6 the degree of steady state is illustrated by plotting the various stresses, 
hydrostatic tension ktr(u) and temperature rise along the center line of the specimen for 
e = 15 %. Note that the convex part of the neck profile corresponds to compressive radial 
stress Urn while the concave portion has tensile stress Urn similar to Fager and Bassani 
[1986]. 
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Figure 4.6: Stresses (Tzz, (Trr = (T¢¢, hydrostatic tension ~tr(o-), and temperature rise L).T = 
T-Too along the specimen center line at nominal strain ~ = 15 %. The deformed 
mesh is positioned with nearly identical regions juxtaposed. 

The buildup of hydrostatic tension at the minimum section during neck formation can 
be shown by plotting the Bridgman [1964] triaxiality factor FT versus nominal strain c, as 
depicted in Figure 4.7. Here, FT is defined as the ratio of average Von Mises stress fTM to 
average unaxial stress fTzz, Le.: 

fTM 
FT = -_

U zz 

A comparison of Figures 4.3 and 4.7 shows that as the neck develops the triaxiality increases, 
which corresponds to FT < 1. As a consequence, the uniaxial deviatoric true stresses are not 
measurable in a straightforward manner [Fager and Bassani, 1986]. 

t 0.98 
FT 

0.97 

0.96 

__ O.950L... __ -__ --------....... 5-----------'10'------1-'-5----------2-'0 -- -- -

f: [%] -t 

Figure 4.7: Bridgman triaxiality factor FT = o-M /o-zz at the minimum section as a function 
of nominal strain ~. 
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4.2.2 Influence of the finite element discretization 

The mesh depicted in Figure 4.2 is the result of a series of numerical experiments, performed 
to determine the mesh sensitivity to the finite element solution. We demanded that the shape 
of the propagating neck and the nominal stress response are insensitive to the finite element 
discretization. Figure 4.9 shows the predicted nominal stress responses to uniaxial tension 
with t = 18-1 ; using the three different meshes depicted in Figure 4.8 consisting of 75,300 and 
1080 elements. Figure 4.10 shows the development of the normalized radius R/ Ro at z = 2Ro. 
Clearly, these finite element discretizations result in an identical response. Complementary 
computations proved that a coarser mesh gives inaccurate results. Therefore, we continue 
this section with the crude mesh (75 elements). 

(a) 

(b) Ir------t--t-----+-----i--+--t----+-----i--+--t-----+----t--t-+----j-~m 

(c) CI ===r===r=~===r===r====r===r==r~ffiOOlIll 

Figure 4.8: Finite element discretizations used to investigate the influence of the mesh on the 
predictions, consisting of (a) 1080 (b) 300 and (c) 75 8-node quadratic elements 
with reduced integration. 

t 
Szz [MPa] 

10 15 20 
c [%] ~ 

Figure 4.9: Nominal stress Szz vs nominal strain c with i = 1 s-l, predicted with 75 elements 
(solid), 300 element (plus) and 1080 elements (x-mark). 

-----_._--- - --- -
--------- --------------- -
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Figure 4.10: Development of the normalized radius R/ Ro at z = 2Ro. Computed with 75 
elements (solid), 300 elements (plus) and 1080 elements (x-mark). 

4.2.3 Influence of the constitutive model 

In chapter 1 we have seen that the behaviour of the compressible Leonov model and the coro
tational Maxwell model just differs in the initial elastic stage of a homogeneous deformation. 
The differences during inhomogeneous deformations are demonstrated with two simulations 
with t = 1 S-l. The predicted load-elongation curves are shown in Figure 4.11. The deformed 
mesh with Von Mises stress contours is depicted in Figure 4.12 for c = 15 %. As expected, 
both models show a distinct response in the initial phase of the deformation. During neck 
propagation, both models give a similar result. Therefore, we will use only the compressible 
Leonov model in the subsequent subsections. 

80~------.-------~------~------~ 

t 
Szz [MPa] 

-------------------- ----------- ------------------

5 10 15 20 
----e:[%] =t 

Figure 4.11: Influence of the model type on the predicted nominal stress response, with 
i = 1 s-l. Computed with the Compressible Leonov model (solid) and the 
corotational Maxwell model (dashed). 
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Figure 4.12: Contour plots of the Von Mises stress (jM at nominal strain ~ = 15 %, with a 
deformation rate i = 1 s-1, according to: (a) the compressible Leonov model, 
(b) the corotational J aumann model. The solid line indicates the un deformed 
shape. 

4.2.4 Effects of initial imperfection 

We checked the influence of the initial imperfection on necking by performing (numerical) 
tensile tests with three different cosine-shaped geometric imperfections, with t = 1 s-1 (the 
shape of the imperfections is defined by equation (4.1)): 

1. the 'regular' imperfection: a = 0.97, (3 = 1. 

2. a longer wavelength (a 'longer' imperfection): a = 0.97, (3 = 2; 

3. an increased amplitude (a 'deeper' imperfection): a = 0.94, (3 = 1; 

The predicted nominal stress-nominal strain curves are depicted in Figure 4.13. Clearly, the 
length of the imperfection has no effect on the yield point and on the load level during neck 
propagation. However, the amplitude of the imperfection has a considerable influence on the 
yield point. This is in accordance with our expectations: The level of yield stress is dominated 
by the Eyring viscosity function, and thus by the 'plastic' strain rate. At the yield point, the 
bar deforms nearly homogeneous, and the imposed strain rate equals the plastic rate. Hence, 
the true stress in the 'perfect' region of the bar is invariant to the shape of the imperfection, 
and the force-elongation curve shows no influence of imperfection amplitude. However, the 
nominal stress is defined by the ratio of force to minimum cross sectional area, which varies 
with imperfection amplitude. Thus, the nominal stress varies with the imperfection amplitude. 
A similar argumentation explains also the distinct load level during neck propagation. 

The initiation of necking is also highly influenced by the shape of the initial imperfection: 
------a-largerimpeTfe-ctionlesuits-in--an-earliern-eck-fomHftion;-Tlrisisln accoraance WIth-exper

imental observations [Govaert, 1994]. For completeness, we also depicted in Figure 4.14 the 
... ----- ----deformed· mesheswiththecontoursof-theVon Misesstress· ate ::::-15%: We-dearly see- thax 

the neck position is highly influenced by the imperfection shape, but that the neck shape is 
not affected. This is in accordance with our expectations. (Similar results were found by Wu 
and Van der Giessen [1994]). 
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Appendix A 

Derivation of the constitutive 
equations 

A.1 Compressible upper convected Maxwell model 

According to this model, the total Cauchy stress u is additively decomposed in an effective 
stress T and a strain hardening stress W: 

a=T+W 

The evolution equation for T is derived from the additive decomposition of the deformation 
rate tensor in an elastic and a plastic part: 

(A.1) 

The tensorproduct of the fourth-order isotropic elastic stiffness tensor 4C = AI 1+ 2G 4 I with 
equation (A.1) yields: 

(A.2) 

The plastic deformation rate tensor is incompressible by definition, so: tr(Dp) = O. Thus 
equation (A.2) may be rewritten as: 

(A.3) 

The elastic and plastic part of the deformation rate tensor obey the following constitutive 
models: 

\1 Td 
4C: De = T ; Dp = 21](II

Td
) 

Inserting (AA) into ~yields the final form of the evolution eqRatiQn_i~ 

\1 G 
~~~~-~~---- ---'l'-+1](jl;£ti)"'-~_=5 :Q_:})-

2 

(A.4) 



A.2 Upper convected Maxwell model with separated pres
sure term 

This model features a direct coupling of the hydrostatic pressure change p to the volume
deformation rate itr(D). Therefore, we decompose the Cauchy stress into hydrostatic pres
sure p, strain hardening Wand a deviatoric stress Td: 

u =Td -pI+W 

The evolution equation for the pressure p is defined by: 

p = -Ktr(D) 

The deviatoric stress contribution Td follows from the decomposition of the deviatoric defor
mation rate tensor Dd into a deviatoric elastic part D~ and a plastic part Dp: 

Dd = D~ + Dp (A.5) 

These parts obey the following constitutive equations: 

\l 
d T Td 

De = 2G i Dp = 2'TJ(II
T

d) 

Insertion of these expressions into (A.5) gives after some rearrangement the final form of the 
evolution equation for T: 

\l G d d 
T + (II ) T = 2G D 

'TJ Td 

A.3 Corotational Maxwell model 

According to this formulation, the Cauchy stress is given by: 

u=T+W 

and the deformation rate is additively decomposed into an elastic and a plastic part, as: 

D=De+Dp 

The tensorproduct of 4C = ),,11+ 2G 4 I with (A.6) yields: 

4C: D = 4C: De + 2GDp 

(A.6) 

(A.7) 

where we used tr(Dp) = O. The elastic and plastic deformation rates obey the following 
constitutive equations: 

o 
4C'D -T . n ______________ ~·~t;;-e - -~p 

2'TJrIITd) 

_ . __ ~ _____ Buhstitution-oftheserelations_ in-(A.+)- yie16s-theCorotationalMaxweH -model:-
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Appendix B 

On the implementation of 
constitutive rate equations 
MARC 

• In 

The finite element package MARC contains standard procedures for the analysis of inelastic 
problems of large strains and large displacements. In this appendix the so called Updated 
Lagrange method to handle large strain and large displacement problems is briefly discussed. 
For the objective time integration procedure some important choices are made, leading to a 
restricted class of applicable constitutive equations. These specific choices and their conse
quences will be discussed. 

In these sections the following notations will be used: 

• The total time is split up into Nt time steps llt. Each step will be referred to by its 
increment number, for example: 

F(tn+a) = F(n + a) 

• The reference state is referred to by a subscript if necessary. For instance, the second 
Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor P(n + a) with respect to tn will be denoted as P n(n + a). 

• The incremental deformation tensor F n (n + a) will be denoted as G (n + a): 

B.I The updated Lagrange formulation 

Let the total time domain S = [0, T] be subdivided into Nt increments: 

Nt 

S= USn, 

During each time step Sn, a Lagrangian formulation is used: all state variables are defined 
with respect to the state at the start of the increment. In each increment the equilibrium of 
the body is defined by an incremental virtual work equation. At the end of each increment the 
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state variables are redefined (updated) with respect to the state at the end of the increment 
[Nagtegaal, 1982]. The update procedure will be elaborated for the stress and deformation 
tensor. 

At the beginning of increment Sn the reference state equals the current state, so the 
Cauchy stress u(n) and the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress Pn(n) are momentarily equal: 

It is obvious that the incremental deformation tensor G(n) = I. During the increment the 
second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor P n (n + a) defines the stress with respect to the start of 
the increment. The incremental deformation tensor is now given by: 

G(n + a) = Fo(n + a) . Fol(n) 

At the end of Sn the Cauchy stress u(n+ 1) is updated using the relation: 

1 
u (n + 1) = J G (n + 1) . P n (n + 1) . G C (n + 1) (B.1) 

where J = det(G(n + 1)). The total deformation tensor Fo(n + 1) = F(n + 1) follows from: 

F(n+ 1) = G(n+ 1)· F(n) (B.2) 

One of the main advantages of the updated Lagrange formulation is that there are signifi
cant simplifications in the numerical implementation oflarge strain models. The disadvantage 
of this formulation is that a small time or load step is required for analysis [Tsui and Cheng, 
1993]. However, in elasto-viscoplastic computations small load steps are required for proper 
analysis because of the very stiff numerical behaviour of the constitutive models [Lush, Weber 
and Anand, 1989]. The use of the updated Lagrange formulation in combination with small 
load or time steps seems to be a proper choice for our large displacement and large strain 
elasto-visco plastic problem. 

B.2 Specific choices in MARC 

The constitutive equation to be implemented in the updated Lagrange procedure needs to 
supply a relation between the increments of the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress and the strain. 
Because most of the constitutive models to handle practical large strain and large displacement 
problems are rate equations, the updated Lagrange procedure in MARC permits only the 
implementation of a certain class of rate-type constitutive equations. The restrictions are 
caused by the following assumptions and choices: 

• Incremental corotational formulation of all tensor quantities. 

• Natural strain increments. 

• Linear incremental strain path. 

• Specific incremental formulation of the constitutive models. 

---.-S-pecific-incremeriIcil ~formiiTaHonof tlieeristlc-stHfiless -tensor. 

• Strain definitions. 

These items are extensively discussed in the following subsections. 
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B.2.1 Incremental corotational formulation 

During each increment the stress and strain rate tensors will be transformed into corotational 
or rotation-neutralised measures, denoted by a and b. The transformation yields: 

b = R~·D·Rn (B.3) 

where the incremental rotation tensor Rn follows from the polar decomposition of the incre
mental deformation tensor G: 

(B.5) 

B.2.2 Natural strain increments 

The incremental strain is chosen to be natural or logarithmic, in formula form: 

A(n+a) = In (Un(n + a)) (B.6) 
In matrix notation the logarithmic strain increment A(n + a) is defined by: 

A(n + a) = ~! (n + a) In (Hn(n + a)) ~n(n + a) (8.7) 
with the principal axes fin and the principal values H n of the strain increment. 

B.2.3 Incremental straight strain path 

The strain path is assumed to be straight during an increment. This implies [Schreurs, 1994]: 

• During each increment the change of the natural strain increment is given by: 

A(n + a) = aA(n + 1) 

• The material time derivative of the natural strain is given by: 

. 1 
A ( n + a) = ..dt A ( n + 1) 

• The incremental spin tensor iln(n + a) can be written as: 

iln = i (<1. a-1) - (<1. G-1)c) 

iln(n + a) = kn(n + a) . R~(n + a) 

• The corotational deformation rate tensor b may be written as: 

ben + a) = irn(n + a) . U;;l(n + a) 

(B.8) 

• The corotational deformation rate tensor equals the material time derivative of the 
natural strain increment A: 

A(n+a}=ln(Un(n+a)) 

so the deformation rate tensor can be approximated by: 

~ 1 
D (n + a) = ..dt A (n + 1) (B.9) 
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B.2.4 Incremental formulation of the constitutive models 

The constitutive rate equations have to be formulated as follows: 

o 4C (D D D) 0 4C D 0 
(7' = : - p - T + 9 = : e+ 9 (B.I0) 

where De, Dp and DT denote the elastic, plastic and thermal deformation rate tensors, 
respectively, 9 is the stress rate contribution due to a change of state variables (for example, 
strain hardening), 4C is a fourth-order elasticity tensor and 1T denotes the Jaumann rate of 
the Cauchy stress. In corotational form this equation may be written as: 

R~.lT ·Rn = R~· (4C: De+ g) . Rn 

By definition the Jaumann Cauchy stress rate in the left-hand side can be written as: 

R~.lT ·Rn = R~ . (& - [l . (7' - (7' • [lC) • Rn 

Substitution of equation (B.8) gives after some simplifications the following relation between 
the J aumann stress rate and the material time derivative of the corotational stress: 

R~.lT ·Rn = R~ . (7'. Rn + R~ . &. Rn + R~· (7" Rn =;,. (B.ll) 

Note that;" has the same relation to 1T as D to D. Similarly, the corotational form of 9 can 
be obtained: 

R c 0 D ~ 
n' 9 '.L"n = 9 (B.12) 

With the aid of transformations (B.3), (B.ll) and (B.12) the constitutive rate equation (B.I0) 
may be rewritten in the following rotation-neutralised form: 

;,. = R~ . 4C : (Rn . De . R~) . Rn + b 
4 • • ~ 

= c: De+g 

(B.13) 

(B.14) 

where 4(] represents the corotational fourth-order stiffness tensor. This form of the consti
tutive equation is particularly pleasant, because the compensation for rigid body rotations 
has as a consequence that (B.14) can be integrated without considering any effects of large 
strains or large rotations: 

tn+l 

.16- = f [4 
(] : De + b] dt 

tn 

With the plastic, thermal and elastic strain increment defined as: 

tn 

tn+l 

_____ ~ _____ -.1'1'=-1 ~I_~t __ 
tn 

Ae = t7l D e dt = A - Ap - AT (B.15) 
tn 
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the corotational stress increment can be written as: 

tn+l tn+l 

.10- = J 40: be dt + J b dt 
tn tn 

= 4L: Ae + .1g 

In the subroutine UVSCPL the user has to provide .1u, Ap, AT and LlfJ. During the compu
tation of the consistent stiffness matrix the variation in Llg with A is not taken into account. 
Therefore, in order to achieve convergence only small values of Llg are allowed. 

The corotational stress increment added to the stress at the beginning of the increment 
yields the corotational stress u(n+I}. The Cauchy stress at the end of the increment u(n+1) 
now follows naturally from the definition of the corotational Cauchy stress (B.4): 

u(n + 1) = Rn(n + 1) . u(n + 1) . .1R~(n + 1) 

= Rn(n + 1) . [u(n) + o-(n + 1)] . R~(n + 1) 

The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress at the end of an increment with respect to the start of the 
increment P n (n + 1) may now be written as: 

Pn(n + 1) = det(G(n + 1)) G"l(n + 1) . u(n + 1) . (Te(n + 1) 

B.2.5 Incremental formulation of the elastic stiffness tensor 

The standard formulation of the fourth-order elasticity tensor 4C is given by: 

4C = ),11 + 2G 41 (B.16) 

where the Lame constants), and G can be expressed in terms of the Young's modulus E and 
the Poisson's ratio v: 

G E .),_ 2vG 
= 2(1 + v)' - 1- 2v 

If g= 0, relations (B.IO) and (B.I6) define a constant isotropic relation between the Jaumann 
rate of the Cauchy stress and the elastic strain rate De: 

u = ), tr(De)I + 2GDe 

With the definition of the bulk modulus", = ), + ~G this may be written as: 

u = '" tr(De)I + 2GD~ (B.17) 

In order to derive an expression for the corotational stiffness tensor 4 L we substitute (B.17) 
in (B.14) and integrate between tn andtn+l: 

tn+1 

-~--~~~~~~~4t~:A~~-JR~·t~tr(R~~: fj:-:R~) I + 2G Rn . jj!.R~rR~-di~·~ .... 
tn 
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The first invariant tr(Rn . De . R~) is by definition invariant under superimposed rigid body 
rotations, so the above equation may be written as: 

tn+l 

4t : Ae = J [~tr(De)I + 2Gb:] dt 
tn 

Integration and substitution of (B.15) yields: 

4t : Ae = ~tr(Ae)I + 2GA~ = 4C: Ae 

so that: 

4t=4C 

B.2.6 Strain definitions 

(B.18) 

The total strain E is defined in a rate formulation, where the strain rate is defined in a way 
similar to the J aumann Cauchy stress rate: 

o • 
D = E = E - n . E - E . [lC (B.19) 

The elastic, plastic and thermal strain are defined similarly: 

(B.20) 

o • 
DT = ET = ET - n . ET - ET . nc 

This is a Eulerian type of large strain definition: the reference state equals the current state. 
Therefore, this strain definition is especially suitable for large strain, large rotation problems. 
However, due to the choice of the Jaumann rate it furnishes the same unrealistic oscillatory 
response for a hypoelastic material q = A tr(D)I + 2GD in simple shear problems (with a 
prescribed shear deformation) as the Jaumann Cauchy stress rate. Therefore, one has to be 
cautious with the interpretation of large strain fields. 

From the similarity between the Jaumann Cauchy stress rate and the objective strain rate 
the corotational formulation of the strain rate is evident: 

A ~ 0 

D =E=R~·E·Rn 
A ~ 0 

De =Ee=R~·Ee·Rn 
A ~ 0 

Dp = Ep = R~· Ep·Rn 
A ~ 0 

DT = ET = R~· ET·Rn 

Integration over a time increment yields the strain increment dE: 

-tn+l' --- tn+l 

dE = J Edt = J Ddt = A 
tn tn 
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The update procedure to get the total strain at the end of the increment E(n + 1) follows 
naturally from the corotational formulation: 

E(n+ 1) = E(n) + A{n+ 1) = R;(n+ 1)· E{n+ 1)· .Rn(n+ 1) 

so that: 

E(n + 1) = Rn(n + 1) . [E(n) + A(n + 1)] . R;{n + 1) 

For the elastic, plastic and thermal strain similar relations hold. 
This strain definition allows an alternative formulation of a large class of constitutive 

equations: assuming that the constitutive model can be formulated as (B.IO) and that the 
elastic stiffness tensor 4C is constant and given by equation (B.16), the constitutive equation 
may then be written as: 

Cf = 4C: Ee + 9 

where the elastic strain is defined by: 

and 9 is given by a strain hardening function 9 = W (F). This convenient property is used 
for the implementation of the modified compressible Leonov model. 
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Appendix C 

Subroutine UVSCPL and 
HOOKLW 

The corotational Maxwell model and the modified Leonov model have been implemented 
in MARC using the user-defined subroutine UVSCPL. In this appendix we postulate some 
important issues concerning the use of UVSCPL. For completeness detailed information is 
given regarding the combined use of HOOKLW and UVSCPL. 

C.l Subroutine UVSCPL 

This subroutine is called twice for each integration point in the model for every global iter
ation: the first time for the assemblation of the consistent stiffness matrix and the second 
time to compute the nodal forces, see Figure C.l. Input provided to UVSCPL consists of the 
following quantities: 

• The element number and integration point number 

• The increment number n 

• The time tn and time-increment Llt 

• The Cauchy stress O"(n) 

• The total strain E (n) 

• The total elastic, plastic and thermal strain Ee(n), Ep(n) and ET(n) 

• The corotational strain increment A(n + 1) 

• The incremental fourth-order corotational elastic stiffness tensor 4 L, standard defined 
as equation (B.16) 

• The temperature T(n) and the incremental temperature LlT(n + 1) 

~~~--- ~-. The-statevariables~(n) ,defined by: 

tn 

~(n) = J ~(t) dt 
to 

11 
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or in incremental form: 

n 

l!(n) = L: .1l!(i) 
i::::l 

• The nodal coordinates *(n) and the total nodal displacements yen) 

The user has to define the following quantities 

• The corotational Cauchy stress increment .1o-(n + 1) 

• The corotational stress increment .1g(n + 1) 

• The natural plastic and thermal strain increment Ap(n + 1) and AT(n + 1) 

• The average corotational plastic deformation rate Dp(n + t) 
• The incremental change of the state variables .1§( n + 1) 

where the following condition has to be satisfied: 

.1o-(n + 1) = 4L(n + 1) : [A(n + 1) - Ap(n + 1) - AT(n + 1)] + .1g(n + 1) (C.1) 

The nodal coordinates and displacements allow the user to compute the deformation tensor in 
the reference state F(n). This is elaborated in appendix D. The natural strain increment is 
related to the incremental left elongational tensor U n(n + 1) by equation (B.6), so Un (n + 1) 
may be written as: 

U n(n + 1) = exp(A(n + 1) 

Using the definition of the principal axes ~n (n + 1) and the pricipal values lin (n + 1) in (B. 7) 
this equation may be rewritten as: 

Un(n+ 1) = 

[ 

exp (Hnll (n + 1» 
Lin(n + 1) . 0 

o 

o 
exp (Hn22 (n + 1» 

o 
o 1 o . ti~ (n + 1) 

exp (Hn33 (n + 1» 

It is important to note that apart from the incremental rotation tensor Rn(n+ 1), all relevant 
constitutive variables and state variables in the reference state tn and the current state tn+1 

are provided to the user. 
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I 

'V 

Stiffness formation 
HOOKLW: Get 4 Ln in each integration point I 

(Determination of K) 
UVSCPL: Get .10', A.p , .19, .1s 

in each integration point 

HOOKLW: Get 4 Ln in each integration point 
Residual calculation 
(Determination of If) 

UVSCPL: Get .10', Ap , .1g, .18 
in each integration point 

W 

Solve the incremental 
displacements d""'u from 

Kd""'u = df 

No 
Convergence? 

Yes 

I Update all variables I 
-~ 

l tn+l = tn + .1t 

Figure C.l: Schematic representation of the calling sequence of UVSCPL and HOOKLW in 
the finite element code MARC. 

C.2 Subroutine HOOKLW 

The possibilities and constraints of the subroutine HOOKL'Y will on!~ be ~is<:us_sed_within 
---tlrefraufeworkofthisimplemeilfation. -HOOKLWallows us to define a time-dependent incre

mental corotational stiffness tensor 4 t. The subroutine HOOKLW is called before UVSCPL 
for each integration point, as presented in Figure C.l. Input provided to HOOKLW consists 
only of the increment number, Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio and the necessary quantities 
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